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Bug Fixes 
Rather than new development, this release targets the resolution of the following defects 
found in initial UAT implementation: 

• CONSORT-4517: No Rotavirus Data - Rotavirus rates now calculate correctly and 
display appropriately.  

• CONSORT-4518: Patient Count Agreement - We've addressed the data issue 
that was causing the inconsistency in the number of patients seen in coverage 
rates compared to the same facility's patient lists.  Those odd coverage rate 
calculations exceeding 100% are gone now too. 

• CONSORT-4519 and CONSORT-4472: AFIX Export Errors - Awardees reported 
an issue exporting cohort assessments from their UATs. The issue has been 
resolved. Users should also not receive the “null” error message when attempting 
to export.  

• CONSORT-4521: Custom Sharing - The issue preventing Independent Awardees 
from sharing custom patient list templates has been resolved. Share and share 
alike! 

• CONSORT-4520, CONSORT-4522 and CONSORT-4523: Improvements to the 
Overview Page - You asked, we answered. We’ve updated the labels and made 
sure the data displays in the same order for both graph and table views. The 
hover-over includes the childhood age range and percentages show up when you 
print. Plus the data reflects the user’s state and includes the correct data, as it 
should. 

NOTE: Addition of the CDSi Forecaster Version Display in the UI 

This is not exactly a bug, but we want to point out that we’ve added the CDSi Forecaster 
version to the UI. You’ll find it in the lower left corner of the screen, along with the 
SMaRT AFIX and Database release numbers. 
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Known Issues 
 

Users should be aware of the following new limitations and/or known issues that may occur:  
 

1. Custom Reports run successfully for all patients when the “All Races (Default)” Filter 
selected, but no data is returned when other Race filters are selected. The issue does 
not affect any other custom report filters.   

2. Similar to the formatting of dates within CSV files, special characters may appear in 
in CSV exports as a result of Excel formatting defaults.   

3. In Independent Awardee deployments, an update will be made to the password reset 
system to account for varying password rules across multiple systems. This will be 
addressed in a forthcoming patch. 

4. IWeb Awardees with UATs may experience an issue with report sharing related to the 
version of the shared org-fac-search micro-service.  

5. Patients receiving one dose of Menomune before the age of 16 will be marked as 
complete by the forecaster. This issue has been discussed with the CDSi committee  
and will be addressed in a future CDSi forecaster patch.  

Version 1.17.5.1 
 
The following known issues were previously declared with previous releases of SMaRT AFIX: 
 

1. Small numbers might automatically be formatted as dates within CSV files due to 
Excel formatting defaults. This is unlikely to occur in regular use cases.  

2. Print functionality may be affected by the user electing to print prematurely. This can 
be remedied by allowing the display to fully load before requesting the print.  

3. SMaRT AFIX may not always display a time-out warning. This issue will be addressed 
with consistency across the STC Suite of products. In the meanwhile, if this occurs, 
simply sign out and log back in.   

4. Records containing discontinued vaccines may provide atypical results.   
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